Share CRS Virtual Voices on Social Media

**Part I: Encuentro – Monday, July 20**
Thank you for being part of CRS Virtual Voices 2020! Help us spread the word even further by sharing your experience on social media. Read below for post ideas for Part I: Encuentro.

**EXCITING NEWS**
We are thrilled to invite you to hop on Instagram @CRSUUniversity for an Instagram Live with our amazing guest @DanielleNoonan who will be interviewing CRS University Chapter Leader Merina Cazares-Tate from University of the Incarnate Word at 5:30 p.m. ET on Monday, July 20 to discuss her experience joining CRS Virtual Voices Part I: Encuentro.

**Social Media Post Guidelines:**
Tag @CRSUniversity, use the Hashtag #LeadNow.
Please uphold Catholic teaching and values when posting content connected to CRS. See this link for more information: [https://bit.ly/3j7TL1k](https://bit.ly/3j7TL1k).

**Suggested Posts for Part I: Encuentro**

FACEBOOK or INSTAGRAM:
Today during @CRSUUniversity Virtual Voices, we connected with students and staff from across the U.S. and encountered stories from Kenya, the Philippines, and Guatemala. I learned [FILL IN THE BLANK] and can’t wait to put this learning into action tomorrow in Part Two! #LeadNow
[Recommended: insert a photo – maybe of the notes you took, a selfie of you at your computer, or a screenshot of an interesting slide on your computer screen.]

TWITTER:
Today, I connected with students and staff from across the US and encountered our brothers and sisters from around the world. Tomorrow, I will advocate for policies that make lives better. #LeadNow
[Recommended: insert a photo – maybe of the notes you took, a selfie of you at your computer, or a screenshot of an interesting slide on your computer screen.]

OTHER:
Feel free to use any of these prayer memes and write your own reflection on social media. Don’t forget to use #LeadNow.